
DRUM SCANNING  2 x Heidelberg Chromagraph S3900 - the Ultimate in Quality!

Transparencies & Colour negatives - mounted in oil and scanned under foil - up to 8000%

File size/mb A4 20-50mb A3 51-80mb A2 81-150mb 151-250mb 251-350mb 350+mb
 1 £20 £25 £30 £35 £40 £50
 2+ £15 £20 £25 £30 £35 £45

Original Artwork - up to 650 mm x 500 mm artwork size can be scanned - 24,000 DPI

Scan Size A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0+
Colour £7 £10 £15 £20 £25 £35
Mono £5 £7 £10 £15 £20 £30

FLATBED SCANNING  3 x Heidelberg Topaz fl atbed scanners

Transparencies & Colour negatives - mounted in oil and scanned under foil

File Size/mb A4 20-50mb A3 51-80mb A2 81-150mb 151-250mb 251-350mb 351+mb
 1 £9 £12 £15 £17.50 £20 £25
 2+ £6 £9 £12 £14.50 £17 £22
Original Artwork -  up to 450 mm x 310 mm artwork size can be scanned or much larger artwork in 

sections - used when a/w is not fl exible or too large for drum scanning
Scan Size A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0+

Colour £5 £7.50 £10 £15 £20 £30
Mono/Lineart £3 £5 £7.50 £10 £15 £20

FOGRA CERTIFIED PROOFS

Fogra Proofs - 39 & 51 coated and 47 & 52 uncoated - Individually stickered with pass certifi cation

Page size A5 A4 A3 A3+ Covers Jackets
£2 £2.50 £5 £7.50 £10 £15

Indigo screened proofs - profi led to 39 & 51 coated and 47 & 52 uncoated

Page size A5 A4 A3 487 x 330mm
£0.75 £1 £1.50 £2

BOOK RE-CREATION BLAD PRODUCTION ePUB CREATION

quoted on a per job basis based 
on the work involved.

    contact us for prices, 1 copy to 
several hundred with multiple 
fi nishes and binding methods

 from £1 per page

Please contact us for volume discounts for large jobs or repeat work

t: 02380 650000    m: 07802 663900
e: russell@imagewrite.co.uk    w: imagewrite.co.uk

Unit 8, M3 Tradepark

Manor Way, Eastleigh

Hampshire, SO50 9YA

All prices + VAT                                                                                                                                                                                                   Prices correct as of 01-04-2016


